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Good Day,
I am writing to let you know I am firmly against the purposed new village being built at the fore mentioned
site.

I understand the need for additional housing around the country and county, I also apricate that
government targets and big business may become a large factor in the decision. It very easy to destroy
one area, and deal with small folk within that area however, the creation of this village will destroy the
landscape. With the additional planning of homes a literal stones throw away from this proposed village,
you will be creating Dursley, Cam, Cambridge and Slimbridge, merge. taking away the history, local spirit
and sense of community to a traditional English back drop.
I could speak about infrastructure, and I am sure plenty of purposes and plans will be batted back my way,
however the fact is, the A38 is far from equipped, public transport is rarely used. again you will bat
something back, however we should apply some intellectual honesty.
We have already had a small development in the area which grew by 2/3s something that we were
promised would not be the case, clearly this is not the case.
There is no way my community can compete with big business, already they have employed there owe
surveys to downgrade the land and downplay the impact on the wildlife. Which is why we need to rely on
yourselves who hold all the power.
as I said at the front of this mail I know pressure must be being placed on this site as its the easy option,
however the amount of builds here is too much and I would ask you reject this or at the very least, greatly
reduce the amount of properties being build.
thank you for your time.
Regards
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